Commercial AM60 alloy for semisolid processing:
Alloy optimization and thermodynamic analysis
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Abstract: Semisolid processing is now a commercially successful manufacturing route to produce net-shape parts in automotive industry. The conspicuous results of alloy optimization with thermodynamic simulations for semisolid processing of commercial AM60 alloy were present. The results indicate that the available processing temperature range of AM60 alloy is 170 °C. The temperature sensitivity of solid fraction decreases with increasing solid fraction or with decreasing temperature above eutectic reaction temperature of AM60 alloy. When the solid fraction $\phi_s$ is 0.4, corresponding processing temperature is 603.8 °C and the sensitivity $-\frac{d\phi_s}{dT}$ is 0.0184. The effects of various alloying elements on the solidification behavior and SSM processability of AM60 alloy were calculated with Pandat software.
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1 Introduction

With the development of research and practice of semisolid metal (SSM) processing, some semisolid processability criteria are proposed to predict or select, or even optimize the composition of an alloy for semisolid processing[1–3]. Recently, a new method based on thermodynamic simulation of phase diagram appears. The method proposed here provides a powerful tool for alloy selection and design[4]. And the simulation results also provide a useful guide for the experiments on semisolid processing.

In the past several years, some researchers[5] carried out some thermodynamic simulations on commercial aluminum alloys such as aluminum alloys 380, 319 and 206. Different alloying elements would have different influence on the solidification behavior, the temperature sensitivity of solid fraction, as well as the SSM temperature process window of these alloys. HAN and VISWANATHAN[6] investigated on tailoring the composition of A356/357 alloy to make it more suitable for SSM processing. Similarly, based on calculations of temperature sensitivity of the solid fraction, LIU and FAN[7–8] studied the suitability of commercial alloys with Al-Mg-Si, Mg-Al-Zn and Mg-Al-Mn systems for SSM processing, and they have identified that several alloys had great potential for thixo- and rheo-casting applications. Recently, a great deal of effort has been devoted to alloys optimization and design in semisolid processing[9–10].

In this work, the commercial AM60 alloy used for semisolid processing is optimized by means of thermodynamic simulations. This work is contributed to the optimal control of semisolid processing of magnesium alloy and favors the commercial production of semisolid magnesium components used in automobile industry.
2 Criteria of alloy selection for SSM processing

There was a fast progress in alloy selection, design, and optimization of SSM processing in the past few years. Meanwhile, the researchers generalized some criteria of alloy selection for SSM processing. The criteria of alloy selection are as follows:

1) Solidification temperature range ($\Delta T$). It is usually defined as the temperature range between the solidus and the liquidus of an alloy. The solidification temperature range of pure metal and eutectic alloys is zero. Therefore, it is not suitable to select them for SSM processing. Whereas, alloys with too wide solidification temperature range are susceptible to hot tearing. So, it is suggested that the solidification range of an SSM alloy should be from 20 to 130 °C.

2) Temperature sensitivity of solid fraction ($-d\phi_s/dT$). For a given alloy composition, the temperature sensitivity of solid fraction ($\phi_s$) can be defined as the slope of solid fraction vs temperature curve and expressed as $d\phi_s/dT$. Because $d\phi_s/dT$ is usually negative, so we can put a minus sign before it, i.e. $-d\phi_s/dT$, to make it positive. This means that the temperature sensitivity is the change of solid fraction per unit degree of temperature, so that it can result in the change of solid fraction. Therefore, for stability of $\phi_s$, that is required to be approximately constant in practice, a minimum $-d\phi_s/dT$ is favorable for industrial operations. LIU et al[7] proposed that the $-d\phi_s/dT$ should be less than 0.015 at the SSM processing temperature.

3) Temperature process window ($\Delta T_{TPW}$). It is also called operational temperature window. Because the temperature fluctuates during formation operation of specified alloys, a relatively large temperature window is expected. For a given alloy, the solid fraction $\phi_s$ is determined by processing temperature. In industrial practice, the ideal solid fraction $\phi_s$ should be from 0.3 to 0.5 for rheocasting, and from 0.5 to 0.7 for thixo-casting/thixo-forging. Therefore, the temperature process window ($\Delta T_{TPW}$) is defined as the interval of temperature for solid fraction from 0.3 to 0.5 in the case of rheocasting, whereas, for thixo-casting, it is defined as the interval of temperature when solid fraction is from 0.5 to 0.7.

Based on the above three criteria, therefore, we focus on the thermodynamic simulation for AM60 alloy in this work.

2.1 Solidification temperature range

Firstly, for the purpose of evaluation of semisolid processability of commercial AM60 alloy, its nominal composition is given in Table 1 on the basis of specification of ASTM, in which Al and Mn contents should take their middle values in the specified ranges. Therefore, all of the calculations are based on this composition to analyze the semisolid processability of AM60 alloy in use.

From the result of calculations as shown in Fig.1, the solidification temperature range from liquidus to solidus is 231.81 °C (750.93−519.12 °C) for lever rule model and 346.64 °C (750.93−404.29 °C) for Scheil equation model. Moreover, the emergence of solid phase takes place at the same temperature of 750.93 °C. This emerging temperature of primary magnesium solid solution $\alpha$(Mg) has only a slight difference between above-mentioned two models. It is 617.99 °C for lever rule and 617.97 °C for Scheil equation model. Along with the progression of solidification, this temperature difference of a subsequently emerging phase becomes more and more evident, such as the eutectic reaction plateau. The eutectic reaction plateau appears in Scheil equation model, but does not in lever rule model.

![Comparison of temperature vs solid fraction curves obtained using lever rule and Scheil equation](image)

Actually, the solidification temperature range does not govern the SSM processing in practice because the available solidification temperature range in SSM processing is smaller than the range from liquidus to solidus. Therefore, an available temperature range of solidification ($\Delta T_{ATR}$) should be defined as the range of temperature from SSM processing to the end of eutectic solidification. The $\Delta T_{ATR}$ is an important parameter for SSM processing to determine the solidification behavior (also called secondary solidification behavior) such as secondary solidification phases, hot tearing, and pores. If
the temperature of SSM processing is assumed as 603.83 °C ($\phi_s=0.4$) and the eutectic reaction temperature as 433.37 °C for rehocasting, then the $\Delta T_{ATR}$ will be 170.46 °C by Scheil equation model.

2.2 Temperature sensitivity of solid fraction

As mentioned in the above discussion, temperature sensitivity of solid fraction is the most important parameter for well-controlled condition of temperature. An accurate temperature control, in fact, is very difficult during SSM processing. The smaller the $-d\phi_s/dT$, the easier the control of processing temperature will be. Otherwise, a small temperature fluctuation can result in a large solid fraction variation. The variation of $-d\phi_s/dT$ with solid fraction and temperature are shown in Fig.2.

As shown in Fig.2, the temperature sensitivity of solid fraction decreases with increasing fraction solid or with decreasing temperature when $T>433.37$ °C, the eutectic reaction temperature. When $T=433.37$ °C, a sharp increase in the sensitivity of solid fraction from 0.000 45 to 0.051 takes place, and then it decreases again with solid fraction till the end of solidification. Fortunately, the solid fraction of SSM processing is taken between 0.3 and 0.5 (for rehocasting) or between 0.5 and 0.7 (for thixocasting/thixoforging), so that the temperature of SSM processing, according to the solid fraction, is usually above the eutectic temperature, 433.37 °C. And as for rehocasting, we can choose 0.4 or so for solid fraction. Consequently, the processing temperature is 603.83 °C and $-d\phi_s/dT$ is 0.018 4.

Fig.2 Relationship between solid fraction and sensitivity $-d\phi_s/dT$, or processing temperature of AM60 alloy

2.3 Temperature process window ($\Delta T_{TPW}$)

Fig.3 shows the relationship between temperature process window and solid fraction of AM60 alloy to be used. Assume solid fraction $\phi_s$ to be 0.4 that is used in rehocasting, corresponding to processing temperature of 603.8 °C. Since $\phi_s$ for the available processing is from 0.3 to 0.5 in rehocasting, the processing temperature is given within the range of 597.4–608.6=11.2 °C.

Fig.4 shows the relationship between the fraction solid and rehocasting temperature when the temperature process window is ±5 °C (10 °C) and ±10 °C(20 °C) for AM60 alloy. The variation of solid fraction vs rehocasting temperature for any temperature process window is ±5 °C or ±10 °C. Therefore, higher temperature is undesirable for AM60 alloy during semisolid processing.

Fig.3 Relationship between temperature process window and solid fraction of AM60 alloy to be used

Fig.4 Relationship between fraction solid and rehocasting temperature when rehocasting temperature variation is ±5 °C and ±10 °C for AM60 alloy

3 Optimization of AM60 alloy for SSM processing

Pandat software package (version 7.0) was used for thermodynamic simulation of solidification process in non-equilibrium (Scheil equation) condition. In this work, we seek the optimal parameters in relation to AM60 alloy composition for semisolid processing.

Solid fraction is a critical parameter both for fundamental work and for control of the semisolid processing. For prediction of the relationship between solid fraction and temperature, the solidification
characteristics are thus necessary for identification of alloy composition suitable for semisolid processing and analysis of the temperature sensitivity $-\frac{d\phi_s}{dT}$ of solid fraction to the temperature and temperature process window. It is necessary that the change of solid fraction does not too sharp with temperature during semisolid processing.

The composition of alloy is an original parameter of slurry properties. It is closely related with the solidification of alloy. Therefore, in order to understand the role of every alloying element and simplify the analysis, alloying elements other than the one under investigation are kept constant (as given in Table 1). Also, in order to increase the effect of each alloying element on the solidification behavior, the $\phi_s$ vs $T$ curve, temperature sensitivity of the solid fraction, and content of alloying elements are to be varied within a range that extends to the limits specified by ASTM. Meanwhile, the alloying elements, Cu and Fe, are not analyzed in detail here because their contents are very low in AM60 alloy (Table 1), and actually they are taken as inclusions.

3.1 Effects of Al content

A series of curves of $T-\phi_s$ of AM60 alloy for different Al contents are predicted by using PANDAT/Scheil equation as shown in Fig.5, and some key parameters are obtained, as summarized in Fig.6.

Apparently, as the most important alloying element, Al has a significant influence on the solidification characteristics and consequently on the SSM processing ability of the alloy.

From Fig.5 and Fig.6, we can see phenomena as follows. 1) The shape of the solid fraction vs temperature curve of AM60 alloy does not change with the variation of Al content. But it affects the start location of the binary eutectic point. With increasing Al content, the $T-\phi_s$ curve shifts toward the left, indicating that the amount of the binary eutectic reaction is increased. However, the temperature of the binary eutectic reaction does not change noticeably, and stands at about 433.37 °C. Moreover, the starting freezing temperature of the primary phase $\alpha$-Mg is decreased with Al content increasing (Fig.5). As a result, the gradient of $T-\phi_s$ curve is increased, which implies that if a greater variation of temperature occurs, a small fluctuation will emerge subsequently. This is favorable for semisolid processing. 2) For the semisolid processing, the fraction solid is required within 0.3–0.5 (for rheocasting) or 0.5–0.7 (for thixocasting). In order to enhance process control, the Al content should be increased. Fig.6 indicates that the temperature of SSM processing is decreased with increasing Al content and fraction solid of the alloy. For example, when the solid fraction $\phi_s$ is constant as 0.4 (mostly for rheocasting) during semisolid processing, with the increase of Al content, the temperature can be decreased from 640.7 °C (1%Al) to 528 °C (15%Al), which is favorable for energy saving.

The temperature sensitivity of solid fraction, $-\frac{d\phi_s}{dT}$, depends on the alloy composition and the solid fraction. It is the slope of the solid fraction vs temperature curve. The process control requires a small value of $-\frac{d\phi_s}{dT}$, while sophisticated heating system can control the temperature with a tolerance of ±0.5% of the processing temperature, and most industrial heating system gives an accuracy of about ±(1%–3%)[11]. Therefore, a minimum $-\frac{d\phi_s}{dT}$ is favorable in the solid fraction range of commercial operations. Fig.7 shows the temperature sensitivity as a function of solid fraction and Al content for AM60 alloy. With increasing the solid fraction in the range of semisolid processing ($\phi_s=0.3–0.7$), the temperature sensitivity is reduced. It is more important that the temperature sensitivity is reduced with Al content at same solid fraction. That is to say, a greater Al content is common in SSM processing of AM60 alloy. But the increase of eutectic amount...
should be concerned.

The variation of solid fraction is strongly affected by the semisolid processing temperature. In industrial practice, the variation of solid fraction is limited in a small range so that the SSM temperature process window is required. Therefore, for minimized variation of solid fraction, the SSM processing temperature can be controlled accurately.

Fig. 8 shows that the temperature process window is calculated as a function of solid fraction and Al content for controlling target of solid fraction variation when it is limited in a range of ±0.05. For example, assuming φ_s=0.4 for SSM processing, the line, corresponding to φ_s=0.4, represents the temperature difference between φ_s=0.35 and φ_s=0.45. The temperature window ΔT increases with the Al content when φ_s is constant. The result suggests that it is beneficial to temperature process window by increasing the Al content when the φ_s is recommended.

3.2 Effects of Mn content

For Mg-Al-Mn alloy when Mn content is less than 1% (mass fraction), the microstructure at ambient temperature usually consists of α(Mg)+β(Mg_{17}Al_{12})+MnAl. Besides, Mn is favorable which can reduce the disadvantage of Fe due to the lower corrosion resistance with Fe. Therefore, a lowest content of Mn is required for improving corrosion resistance of Mg-Al-Mn alloy[12]. So, the content of Mn is limited to 1%. However, the formation of Al-Mn compound will reduce the tendency of the formation of β-phase because Mn is added into binary Mg-Al alloys[13].

Fig. 9 shows the solid fraction vs temperature curves for AM60 alloys with different Mn contents. These curves show a reversed order with respect to increasing Mn content to that with Al content in Fig.5 in which the T−φ_s curve shifts toward the left with increase of Al content. Fig.10 shows that the effect of Mn content on T−φ_s and temperature sensitivity of solid fraction −dφ_s/dT is slighter than that of Al content although the −dφ_s/dT increases with increasing Mn content. The variation of −dφ_s/dT is less than 0.01 when the Mn
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**Fig.7** Temperature sensitivity as function of solid fraction and Al content for AM60 alloy
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**Fig.8** Temperature process window as function of Al content and solid fraction with maximum allowable solid fraction variation of ±0.05 for AM60 alloys
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**Fig.9** Solid fraction vs temperature curves for AM60 alloys with different Mn contents
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**Fig.10** Effect of Mn content on temperature sensitivity of solid fraction
content increases from 0.1% to 4.0% (mass fraction). For a specified curve in Fig. 10, such as the one with 0.4% Mn, the change of temperature from 595 °C to 605 °C results in a change of fraction solid $\phi_s$ from 0.539 to 0.392 ($\Delta \phi_s=0.147$). According to above discussion, the lower Mn content is popular during SSM processing. Therefore, it is recommended that the lower limit of Mn content in the range specified by ASTM should be used for SSM processing.

3.3 Effect of Zn content

Fig. 11 gives the temperature vs solid fraction curves for AM60 alloy as a function of Zn content. It is shown that the temperature decreases for SSM processing with increasing the Zn content. And it is noticeable that the ternary eutectic emerges obviously when the Zn content is more than 1% (mass fraction). The ternary eutectic is a compound consisting of Mg, Al and Zn with low melting point. The compound with low melting point is often located at boundary of grains. As a result, mechanical properties of the material will decrease. PEKGULERYUZ and AVEDESIGN[14] reviewed the development of magnesium alloys, and explained the roles of Zn in magnesium alloy: on one hand, it plays a role of solid solution strengthening; on the other hand, the solubility of Al in Mg would be improved due to the Zn addition. But the hot tearing and brittleness follow when Zn content is beyond 1% (mass fraction).

Fig. 12 gives the temperature sensitivity vs solid fraction curves as a function of Zn content. It is found that increasing Zn content decreases the temperature sensitivity in the solid fraction range typical for commercial SSM processing. Therefore, in order to get a relatively large SSM temperature process window, it is recommended to use the upper limit of Zn content specified by ASTM.

3.4 Effect of Si content

The Si content has a significant influence on the solidification of AM60 alloy, especially on the initial stage of solidification. The freezing temperature of Mg$_2$Si increases significantly with increasing the Si content, and the order of phases solidifying in AM60 alloy is changed. Mg$_2$Si is the fourth to be formed when Si content is less than 1% (mass fraction), while it is the second when Si content is 2%–3% (mass fraction), and it is the first when Si content is 5% (mass fraction). WANG et al[15] also found that the microstructure of AM60 cast alloy was effectively refined by adding small amount of Si. The grain size decreased from 180 μm to 80 μm with 1.8%Si addition, while the size increased with 2.5%Si addition[15]. So, Si is a dramatic element.

3.5 Phase transformation

The lever rule model is suitable only in ideal solidification of alloys. It is assumed that complete equilibrium is maintained between the solid and liquid phases. Extremely slow rate of cooling is required if this condition is to be approached. Hence, most alloys experience actually nonequilibrium solidification in practice. So, we have to use the Scheil equation model to analyze the solidification of AM60 alloy. Fig. 13 shows the amount of each individual phase and temperature range over which it is formed. The main elements, such as Mg, Al, and Mn, are taken into account, whereas other elements are not thought since their contents are low. The primary solid phases are formed in solidification process, in which Al$_5$Mn$_2$, $\alpha$-Mg(HCP), and Al$_5$Mn$_4$ are formed in order with decreasing the temperature. The eutectic reaction finishes to form the $\gamma$-Al$_{12}$Mg$_17$ in the end.

4 Conclusions

1) Commercial AM60 alloy has a wide solidification
temperature range (346.64 °C) and an available temperature range if the temperature of SSM processing is assumed to be 603.83 °C (φs=0.4) and the eutectic reaction temperature of 433.37 °C for rehocasting, the ΑΔΤATR=170.46 °C for Scheil equation model.

2) Primary formation of Al₅Mn₂, β₂(Mg(HCP), Al₅Mn₄, β₂(BCC), Mg₂Si and MgAlZn takes place during solidification process of AM60 alloy.

3) The sensitivity of solid fraction decreases with increasing solid fraction or increases with increasing processing temperature above the eutectic reaction temperature of AM60 alloy. When the solid fraction is around 0.4, the processing temperature is 603.83 °C, and −dφ/dT=0.0184.

4) Since the available processing φs is from 0.3 to 0.5 in rehocasting, the available range of processing temperature is 11.2 °C.

5) Al, Mn, Zn and Si have a significant influence on the SSM processability of AM60 alloy; therefore, it should be optimized for AM60 alloy to be used in SSM. Especially, Al affects the gradient of T−φs curve. So, it has the most significant effect on the processability of AM60 alloy. Based on the simulation results of AM60 alloy, an upper limit of Al content specified by ASTM is recommended.
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